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Abstract This paper investigates price-cap regulation of an airport where the airport facility (e.g. runway) is congested and airlines have market power. We show that when airport congestion is not a major problem, single-till price-cap regulation dominates dual-till price-cap regulation with respect to optimal welfare. Furthermore, we identify situations where dual-till regulation performs better than single-till regulation when there is significant airport congestion. For instance, when the airport can cover the airport costs associated with aeronautical services simply through an efficient aeronautical charge then dual-till regulation yields higher welfare. Keywords
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1 Introduction Airports have traditionally been owned and managed by governments. Starting with the privatization of airports in the UK in the late 1980s, more and more airports have been privatized (or partially privatized) around the world, including Europe, Oceania, Asia, South America and Africa (e.g. Oum et al. 2004; Winston and de Rus 2008). As the ownership of airports changes from public to private, the goal of airports is expected to be profit maximization instead of the traditional concern with social
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welfare maximization. As a result, price regulations may be called upon to contain market power of an airport, which has the potential to be a “local monopoly” (e.g. Fu et al. 2006; Basso 2008).1 The exact form of price regulation appears to vary across both countries and over time. For example, a number of countries—including Germany and Canada—have adopted cost-based regulation, while price-cap regulation has been popular in countries such as the UK, Denmark, Ireland and Australia. Price-cap regulation adjusts the operator’s prices according to a price-cap index that reflects the overall rate of inflation in the economy, the ability of the operator to gain efficiencies relative to the average firm in the economy, and the inflation in the operator’s input prices relative to the average firm in the economy. Since price-cap regulation gives firms incentives to be cost efficient, it is often referred to as “incentive regulation”. For example, while German airports have traditionally been regulated by cost-based regulation, price-cap regulation has been in place since 2000 for the airports of Hamburg, Hanover and Dusseldorf (Mueller et al. 2010). Niemeier (2002) argues that such a change improves the economic efficiency of airports. Our analysis in this paper focuses on price-cap regulation of airports. We consider two versions of price-cap regulation: the single-till approach and the dual-till approach. The distinction between the two approaches concerns how an airport generates revenue. Airport revenue is derived from two facets of its business: the traditional aeronautical operation and the commercial (concession) operation. The former refers to aviation activities associated with runways, aircraft parking and terminals. The latter refers to non-aeronautical activities that occur within terminals and on airport land, including terminal concessions (duty-free shops, restaurants, etc.), car rental and car parking. For the last two decades, commercial revenues have grown faster than aeronautical revenues and, as a result, have become the main source of income for many airports.2 Furthermore, commercial operations tend to be more profitable than aeronautical operations (e.g. Jones et al. 1993; Starkie 2001; Francis et al. 2004) owing, in part, to prevailing regulations and charging mechanisms (e.g. Starkie 2001). Under single-till price-cap regulation, revenues from both the aeronautical and commercial operations are considered in the determination of a price cap on aeronautical charges. By contrast, under the dual-till price-cap approach the aeronautical charges are determined based solely on aeronautical activities.



1 On the other hand, as noted in Barbot (2009) and Bel and Fageda (2010), oligopolistic airlines may have market power that can counter the market power of private airports, especially at congested hub airports. Brueckner (2002) point out that hub airports are typically dominated by one, two or three major carriers. In addition, private airports may have incentives to lower aeronautical charges so as to attract more traffic and thereby increase concession revenues (Starkie 2001). The threat of re-regulation can also help mitigate the potential exploitation of market power by private airports (Forsyth 2008). 2 In a recent study, Van Dender (2007) investigated 55 large US airports from 1998 to 2002, and found that



although its share dropped with the slump in travel in 2001 and 2002, concession revenue still represents more than half of the total airport revenue. ATRS (2008) studied 142 airports worldwide and found a majority of these airports derived 40–75% of their revenues from non-aviation services, a major part of which is revenue from concession services (with large hub airports relying, on average, even more on concession income). For earlier studies on the importance of commercial services, see Doganis (1992) and Zhang and Zhang (1997).
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More specifically, we investigate price-cap regulation of an airport where the airport facility (e.g. runway) is congested and air carriers have market power. Single-till and dual-till price-cap regulations are compared in terms of optimal welfare. We show that when an airport is not able to cover its fixed costs with an efficient aeronautical charge and its concession profit, then the single-till approach dominates the dual-till approach. When the efficient aeronautical charge covers the airport cost associated with aeronautical services and airport congestion is significant, then dual-till regulation performs better. Otherwise, the comparison depends on whether the efficient aeronautical charge is greater than the average of the aeronautical charges under single-till and dual-till regulation. If so, then dual-till regulation dominates single-till regulation; otherwise, single-till regulation is more efficient. Our paper extends the recent analytical work of Czerny (2006) who shows that single-till price-cap regulation dominates dual-till price-cap regulation with respect to optimal welfare at a non-congested airport. For the last decade or so, airport congestion and delays have become a major public policy issue in many countries, owing mainly to fact that traffic growth has outpaced increases in airport capacity (e.g. Brueckner 2002; Zhang and Zhang 2006; Basso 2008). A major critique of the single-till approach is that aeronautical (e.g. runway) charges are set too low at congested airports. More specifically, when the single-till approach is applied to a capacity-constrained airport, aeronautical charges must be lowered—as more profits are made from commercial activities—so that the airport remains under the single-till price-cap. Under single-till price-cap regulation, therefore, the aeronautical charges are lowered at congested airports when economic efficiency requires them to be raised (e.g. Beesley 1999; Starkie 2001; Gillen 2011).3 It is generally believed that dual-till price-cap regulation seems more desirable at a congested airport. Nevertheless, no rigorous theoretical work has compared the single-till approach with the dual-till approach at congested airports.4 The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 sets up the basic model and examines airline competition. Section 3 investigates airport behavior in choosing aeronautical charge and concession price. Section 4 compares single-till regulation with dual-till regulation, and Sect. 5 contains the concluding remarks. 3 Control and management of airport slots, including slot auctions and slot trading, alleviate this concern, at least partly. In Europe, in particular, single-till price-cap regulation normally comes along with slots. Brueckner (2009) shows that slot auctions or slot trading would, under certain conditions, lead to an efficient outcome. With slot auctions or slot trading, therefore, the reduced aeronautical charges under the single-till approach may not be a serious issue. To focus on the comparison between the single-till and dual-till schemes, we do not consider the role of slots in this paper. For further discussion on the economics of airport slots, see e.g. Jones et al. (1993), Forsyth and Niemeier (2008), Czerny (2010), and Basso and Zhang (2010). 4 While a number of studies have qualitatively compared the relative merits of single-till and dual-till



regulations, there have been only a few theoretical studies on this debate. To the best of our knowledge, Czerny (2006) and Crew and Kleindorfer (2000) are the only analytical papers that show the single-till pricecap regulation is socially more desirable than the dual-till approach at non-congested airports. Although several authors, e.g. Lu and Pagliari (2004), intuitively argue that the single-till scheme is more desirable at non-congested airports, while the dual-till scheme dominates at congested airports, they do not show the results analytically. Our paper also extends these papers in that they concentrate on a perfectly competitive airline market, which is a special (limiting) case of our market structure (i.e. when the number of airlines at the airport approaches infinity). Oum et al. (2004) show empirically that dual-till price-cap regulation provides stronger incentives for capacity investments and cost reductions than no regulation.
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2 Model Consider a model with a single airport and n competing airlines. Let ρi be the passengers’ perceived “full price” of airline i, where i = 1, 2, . . . , n. The carriers provide horizontally differentiated outputs and for analytical tractability, we assume linear demand functions:  qj, (1) ρi = a − bqi − j=i



where a > 0, b ≥ 1, and qi is airline i’s output (number of passengers). Let q˜i be the number of flights of airline i. Assuming, as is common in the airport pricing literature, that all the flights use identical aircraft and have the same load factor (e.g. Brueckner 2002), then each flight has an equal number of passengers. Denoting  q˜i and Q = qi be, the number by S, we then have q˜i = qi /S. Letting Q˜ = respectively, the number of flights and the number of passengers of all airlines, then Q˜ = Q/S. Following Zhang and Zhang (2006), Basso (2008), and Czerny and Zhang (2010), the full price ρi is treated to be the sum of ticket price and congestion cost: ˜ K ), ρi = pi + α D( Q,



(2)



where pi is airline i’s ticket price, D is the congestion delay time and α denotes the passengers’ value of time. The congestion delay depends on the total number of flights Q˜ and the airport’s (runway) capacity K . We shall use the same linear delay function as the one in De Borger and Van Dender (2006) and Basso and Zhang (2007): ˜ ˜ K) = θ · Q = θ · Q , D( Q, K KS



(3)



where θ is a positive parameter. Without loss of generality, we normalize K S = 1. From (2)–(3), it follows that ˜ K ) = a − bqi − pi = ρi − α D( Q,







q j − αθ Q.



(4)



j=i



Next, we specify the passengers’ demand for concessions. Suppose that the passengers’ valuation for the commercial good has a positive support on the interval [0, u], where u is the largest valuation for the good. Let G(·), g(·) be the cumulative distribution function and probability density function of the passengers’ valuation, respectively. Assume the passengers’ valuation has the property of “non-decreasing failure rate”, ¯ ¯ that is, g(x)/G(x) is non-decreasing in x, where G(x) = 1−G(x). This property guarantees the uniqueness and existence of the optimal concession price. Many common distribution functions satisfy the property, including uniform, exponential, truncated Normal, etc. A passenger will consume the concession good if his/her valuation is greater than the concession price pc .
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It is worth noting that our treatment of concession demand is different from Oum et al. (2004) and Zhang and Zhang (2010) where the price of concession good is exogenously given and the concession demand is taken simply as a fixed proportion of the aeronautical demand. Our modeling of interaction between aeronautical demand and concession demand is related to, but different from, Czerny (2006). Czerny assumes that (potential) consumers make decisions simultaneously on buying flight tickets and concessions. In other words, he assumes that consumers will buy a flight ticket as long as the joint surplus from consuming the flight and commercial services is positive. However, it is perhaps more reasonable, we believe, to assume that consumers make these two decisions sequentially: Consumers first decide whether to fly; if they decide flying, they then decide whether to purchase the commercial services provided at the airport.5 Therefore, the concession demand depends on both the concession price and the number of passengers, which in turn depends on the air ticket price. As a result, the concession demand depends on the air ticket price as well. The airport regulation is modeled as a three-stage game: In stage 1, the regulator chooses the price-cap on aeronautical charge (per passenger) pa , subject to the airport’s cost recovery constraint. In stage 2, the airport decides on both the aeronautical charge (within the given cap) and concession price pc . In stage 3, each airline chooses its output qi to maximize profit (i.e. airlines compete in Cournot fashion).6 Note that we do not include the concession price in the price-cap regulation to reflect the prevailing regulations (e.g. Starkie 2001)—concession prices are generally not regulated in practice. We solve the subgame perfect equilibrium of the regulatory game through backward induction. More specifically, in stage 3, airline i‘s profit function is   ˜ K ) qi , (5) πi = pi − c − pa − β D( Q, where c is airlines’ unit operating cost and β denotes their value of time. Using (4) and the chain rule, we obtain the first-order condition of (5): dπi = pi − c − pa − βθ Q − qi (b + αθ + βθ ) = 0. dqi



(6)



It is easy to see that the second-order condition d 2 πi /dqi2 < 0 holds. Imposing symmetry we obtain the Cournot–Nash equilibrium output as: qi∗ =



a − c − pa . (n + 1)(α + β)θ + 2b + n − 1



(7)



Notice that (α + β)θ is the total (adjusted) per-passenger value of time taking both the passengers and airlines as a whole. For notational simplicity, we denote it by 5 A similar argument was also made in Currier (2008). 6 Earlier studies that have incorporated imperfect competition of carriers at a congested airport



(e.g. Brueckner 2002, 2005; Pels and Verhoef 2004; Basso and Zhang 2007) have assumed Cournot behavior. Brander and Zhang (1990, 1993), for example, find some empirical evidence that rivalry between duopoly airlines is consistent with Cournot behavior.
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v: ν ≡ (α + β)θ . Equation 7 shows, intuitively, that the (equilibrium) number of passengers decreases in both airport charge pa and value of time v. 3 Airport pricing Back to stage 2, the airport decides on aeronautical charge pa and concession price pc . We first consider a public welfare-maximizing airport in Sect. 3.1. This is followed, in Sect. 3.2, by examination of a private profit-maximizing airport. 3.1 Welfare-maximizing airport Consider first a public airport whose objective is to maximize social welfare (SW ), which is defined as the sum of consumer surplus and producer surplus. Consumer surplus consists of two parts, namely aeronautical services (C Sa ) and concession services (C Sc ), which are given by: ⎛ ∗⎛ ⎞ qi n   ⎜ ⎝ q ∗j ⎠ dqi a − bqi − C Sa = ⎝ i=1



j=i



0



⎛



− ⎝a − bqi∗ −







⎞



q ∗j ⎠ qi∗ ⎠ =



j=i



u C Sc =



⎞ b + n − 1 ∗2 Q , 2n



¯ Q ∗ G(x)d x,



(8)



(9)



pc



where, by (7), ∗



Q =



n  i=1



qi∗ =



n(a − c − pa ) . (n + 1)v + 2b + n − 1



(10)



Producer surplus is the joint profit of the airport and the n airlines. Taking the stage-3 airline rivalry into account, the airport’s profit is ¯ pc ) − F,  = ( pa − ca )Q ∗ + ( pc − cc )Q ∗ G(



(11)



where ca is the airport’s operating cost per passenger, cc is the unit cost of the commercial good, and F is the fixed cost of the airport. To guarantee positive outputs, we must have a − c − ca > 0.
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¯ pc )( pc − cc ) be the per-passenger airport profit from For simplicity, let H ( pc ) ≡ G( ¯ x be the per-passenger consumer surconcession operations, and I ( pc ) ≡ ∫upc G(x)d plus from concession consumption. From (5), (8), (9), and (11), it follows that SW = C Sa + C Sc +  +







πi



i



b + n − 1 ∗2 Q + I ( pc )Q ∗ + ( pa − ca )Q ∗ + H ( pc )Q ∗ − F 2n



b+n−1 ∗ ∗ Q − v Q Q∗ + a − c − pa − n 2nv + b + n − 1 ∗2 Q − F. = (a − c − ca + H ( pc ) + I ( pc )) Q ∗ − 2n =



(13)



It is worth pointing out that SW depends on pa , pc and v since by (10), Q ∗ depends on pa and v. Here, the public airport maximizes social welfare by choosing pa and pc simultaneously. Notice that Q ∗ does not depend on pc and that a − c − ca > 0 as assumed in (12). Given pa , therefore, maximizing SW over pc is equivalent to maximizing H ( pc ) + I ( pc ) over pc . We obtain the following result: Proposition 1 For a public, welfare-maximizing airport, the optimal concession price is pcw = cc , and the optimal aeronautical charge is paw = ca +



(a − c − ca ) [(n − 1)v − b] − I (cc ) [(n + 1)v + 2b + n − 1] , (14) 2nv + b + n − 1



where superscript w stands for welfare maximization. The proof of Proposition 1 is relatively straightforward and is given in the Appendix. As expected, the first-best concession price is set at unit concession cost. To better interpret the first-best aeronautical charge, we rewrite paw in (14) as



1 1 v Q w − bQ w , paw = ca − I (cc ) + 1 − n n



(15)



where Q w is the total number of passengers under welfare maximization, and is given by Qw =



n(a − c − paw ) . (n + 1)v + 2b + n − 1



(16)



Similar to Zhang and Zhang (2010), expression (15) has a clear interpretation: The first-best aeronautical charge is equal to the airport’s unit operating cost, minus concession surplus per passenger, plus a charge for uninternalized congestion, and minus a subsidy to correct airline exploitation of market power. The charge for uninternalized congestion is the “congestion toll” component of the airport charges (Brueckner 2002, 2005) whereas the last term in (15) is the “market power” component (Pels and Verhoef 2004).
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3.2 Profit-maximizing airport A private airport chooses pa and pc to maximize its profit. Note that given pa , maximizing  over pc is equivalent to maximizing H ( pc ) over pc . The following proposition shows that the optimal concession price chosen by a private airport depends not only on the unit cost cc but also on the distribution function G. Proposition 2 For a private, profit-maximizing airport, there exists a unique optimal concession price, pcπ > cc , which is determined by the following equation,      G¯ pcπ − g pcπ pcπ − cc = 0,



(17)



where superscript π stands for profit maximization. The privately optimal aeronautical charge is paπ = ca +



a − c − ca − H ( pcπ ) . 2



(18)



The proof of Proposition 2 is given in the Appendix. It is quite intuitive that the privately optimal concession price is greater than the unit cost. As for aeronautical charge, we write paπ in Proposition 2 alternatively as 



  1 2b − 1 v Qπ + 1 + Qπ , paπ = ca − H pcπ + 1 + n n



(19)



where Q π is the total number of passengers under profit maximization, and is given by   n a − c − paπ . Q = (n + 1)v + 2b + n − 1 π



(20)



Thus, the privately optimal aeronautical charge is equal to the airport’s unit operating cost, minus per-passenger concession profit, plus an (overcharged) congestion toll, and plus a markup owing to the airport’s monopoly market power. Insights derived from comparing (19) with (15) are similar to those given in earlier work (e.g. Basso 2008). Finally, from (18), we note that paπ is independent of the time value. This property is useful for the analysis in Sect. 4. 4 Price-cap regulation 4.1 Efficient aeronautical charge By the analysis in Sect. 3 we know that for any given aeronautical charge pa , a profitmaximizing airport will always set concession price at pcπ . In this section, thereafter, the concession price is fixed at pcπ unless otherwise specified. Given pc = pcπ , the
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aeronautical charge a welfare-maximizing regulator will choose is determined by max pa SW s.t. pc = pcπ .



(21)



In what follows we shall refer to the solution to problem (21) as the “efficient” aeronautical charge. To simplify expressions, we denote H ( pcπ ) by H , and I ( pcπ ) by I . By (13) and (7), we know that the welfare function is a quadratic and concave function of the aeronautical charge. It follows that the efficient aeronautical charge is: pae = ca +



(a − c − ca )[(n − 1)v − b] − (H + I )[(n + 1)v + 2b + n − 1] , (22) 2nv + b + n − 1



where superscript e is for efficient charge. By comparing (20) with (14), it is straightforward to show that pae > paw . This is expected as while paw is the first-best charge, the efficient charge pae may be considered as the second-best charge—note that the difference between (22) and (14) comes from the constraint in problem (21). Furthermore, subtracting (22) from (18) yields paπ − pae =



(a − c − ca + H )(2v + 3b + n − 1) + 2I [(n + 1)v + 2b + n − 1] >0. 2(2nv + b + n − 1) (23)



In other words, the efficient aeronautical charge is smaller than the profit-maximizing aeronautical charge, as expected. Taking the first and second derivatives of pae with respect to v, we obtain dpae (a − c − ca + H + I )[(n − 1)2 + (3n − 1)b] = > 0, dv (2nv + b + n − 1)2 d 2 pae 2n(a − c − ca + H + I )[(n − 1)2 + (3n − 1)b] = − < 0. dv 2 (2nv + b + n − 1)3



(24) (25)



That is, the efficient aeronautical charge is increasing and concave in the value of time. 4.2 Single-till price-cap regulation Under the price-cap regulation, the optimization problem faced by the profitmaximizing airport is as follows: max pa , pc  s.t. pa ≤ p¯ a ,



(26)



where p¯ a is the price-cap being chosen by the regulator to maximize social welfare subject to the airport’s cost recovery constraint.
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Under single-till price-cap regulation, p¯ a = pas , where superscript s represents single-till, and pas is the smallest root of ( pa , pcπ ) = 0.7 It follows that pas



 a − c − ca − H − (a − c − ca +H )2 − 4F[(n+1)v+2b+n − 1]/n . (27) = ca + 2



To ensure that the single-till price-cap is well defined, i.e. the expression under the square root in (27) is non-negative, we must have v ≤ vs ≡



2b + n − 1 n(a − c − ca + H )2 − . 4(n + 1)F n+1



(28)



Since the airport profit ( pa , pcπ ) is concave in pa , we have pas ≤ paπ , i.e. the singe-till price-cap is less than or equal to the profit-maximizing aeronautical charge. Therefore, under single-till price-cap regulation, the price-cap constraint will be binding. That is, the profit-maximizing airport will choose pas as the aeronautical charge. Taking the first and second derivatives of pas with respect to v yields  dpas = 2F(n + 1) (a − c − ca + H )2 dv 1



−4F [(n + 1)v + 2b + n − 1] /n)− 2 > 0,  2 s d pa 2 2 (a − c − ca + H )2 = 4F (n + 1) dv 2 3



−4F [(n + 1)v + 2b + n − 1] /n)− 2 > 0.



(29)



(30)



Similar to the efficient aeronautical charge, the single-till price-cap is also increasing in the value of time. But it is convex (rather than concave as for the efficient aeronautical charge) in the time value. 4.3 Dual-till price-cap regulation We now examine dual-till price-cap regulation. Following Czerny (2006), we rewrite the airport’s profit as  = a + c ,



(31)



where a = ( pa − ca )Q ∗ − λF and c = Q ∗ H ( pc ) − (1 − λ)F are the aeronautical profit and the commercial profit, respectively. The fixed cost of the airport is F, of which a fraction λ ∈ (0, 1) is attributed to aeronautical services, with the remaining fraction to concession activities. 7 In the present paper, we follow the common definition of single-till and dual-till price-cap regulations in



the literature, e.g. Oum et al. (2004), Czerny (2006), and Zhang and Zhang (2010). This definition might be considered as a “strict” interpretation of price-cap regulation, and we discuss the issue further in the concluding remarks.
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Under dual-till price-cap regulation, p¯ a = pad , where superscript d represents dualtill, and pad is the smallest root of a ( pa ) = 0. Solving a ( pa ) = 0 yields pad



 a − c − ca − (a − c − ca )2 − 4λF[(n + 1)v + 2b + n − 1]/n = ca + . (32) 2



Analogous to the single-till price-cap, to ensure that the dual-till price-cap is well defined we must have v ≤ vd ≡



2b + n − 1 n(a − c − ca )2 − . 4(n + 1)λF n+1



(33)



It is not difficult to verify that the dual-till price-cap is also increasing and convex in the value of time. In order to make sure that under dual-till price-cap regulation, the private profitmaximizing airport makes non-negative profit from concession activities, we assume that c ( pad , pcπ ) ≥ 0. Otherwise, the private airport will not provide concession services. The non-negative concession profit implies v ≤ vc ≡



n H (a − c − ca + H ) 2b + n − 1 − . 2(n + 1)(1 − λ)F n+1



(34)



Thereafter, we assume v ≤ v¯ ≡ min{vc , vs , vd },



(35)



which ensures that the single-till and dual-till price-caps are well-defined, and the concession profit is non-negative under the dual-till scheme. Notice that            pad , pcπ = a pad + c pad , pcπ = c pad , pcπ ≥ 0 =  pas , pcπ , (36) where the second equality follows from the property that a ( pad ) = 0. Since ( pa , pcπ ) is concave in pa and pas is the smallest root, it follows, by (36), that pas ≤ pad .



(37)



Solving pad = paπ yields v = v0 ≡



n[(a − c − ca )2 − H 2 ] 2b + n − 1 − . 4(n + 1)λF n+1



(38)



Recall that pad is increasing in v, and paπ is, by Proposition 2, independent of v. ¯ then pad ≤ paπ for any v ≤ v, ¯ and so dual-till price-cap regulation will If v0 ≥ v, ¯ then pad ≤ paπ for v ≤ v0 , and pad > paπ for v0 < v ≤ v. ¯ be binding. If v0 < v, Note that dual-till price-cap regulation will not be binding when pad > paπ : The
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profit-maximizing airport will choose paπ as the aeronautical charge. Let paD be the aeronautical charge chosen by the profit-maximizing airport under dual-till price-cap regulation. Then we must have paD = min{ pad , paπ }.



(39)



¯ and paD = paπ when min{v0 , v} ¯ < It follows that paD = pad when v ≤ min{v0 , v}, s d s π v ≤ v. ¯ Given pa ≤ pa and pa < pa , (39) then indicates that pas ≤ paD .



(40)



Inequality (40) verifies the commonly held belief that the aeronautical charge under single-till price-cap regulation is smaller than that under dual-till price-cap regulation (see, e.g. Bilotkach et al. 2010 for empirical evidence). Before comparing single-till and dual-till price-cap regulations, we summarize the above results: Proposition 3 (i) The efficient aeronautical charge, pae , is increasing and concave in time value v. (ii) The aeronautical charge under single-till price-cap regulation, pas , is increasing and convex in v. (iii) The aeronautical charge under dual-till price-cap regulation, paD , is increasing ¯ and remains constant when min{v0 , v} ¯ < and convex in v when v ≤ min{v0 , v}, v ≤ v. ¯ (iv) The aeronautical charge under single-till price-cap regulation is less than that under dual-till price-cap regulation, i.e. pas ≤ paD . 4.4 Single-till vs. dual-till price-cap regulation A privatized airport needs to be financially self-sufficient. Hence, a natural regulation benchmark is that the regulator maximizes social welfare by setting the aeronautical charge, subject to the airport’s cost recovery constraint: max pa SW s.t.  ≥ 0, pc = pcπ .



(41)



Notice that the only difference between the benchmark problem (41) and the welfaremaximizing problem (21) is the airport’s cost recovery constraint. If the efficient aeronautical charge pae satisfies the airport’s cost recovery constraint, then pae is the “benchmark aeronautical charge”, i.e. the optimal solution to (41). Otherwise, the benchmark aeronautical charge must be greater than pae to make the airport break even. Below, we will derive the benchmark aeronautical charge “case by case”. Recall that SW is a quadratic and concave function of pa . Therefore, whether single-till or dual-till regulation yields higher welfare depends on whether the aeronautical charge under single-till or dual-till regulation is closer to the benchmark aeronautical charge.
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Fig. 1 The efficient aeronautical charge curve is below the aeronautical charge curve under single-till regulation



In order to compare single-till and dual-till price-cap regulations, we plot the efficient aeronautical charge ( pae ), the aeronautical charges under the single-till and dual-till schemes ( pas and paD ), and the privately optimal aeronautical charge ( paπ ) against the value of time (v). There are three scenarios. Scenario 1: The efficient aeronautical charge curve is always below the aeronautical charge curve under single-till price-cap regulation (Fig. 1).8 As shown in Fig. 1, we have pae < pas < paD ≤ paπ . By the definition of the single-till scheme, to achieve cost recovery the minimum aeronautical charge is pas . Setting the aeronautical charge at pae will lead to negative airport profit. Since SW is a quadratic and concave function of pa , then pas is the benchmark aeronautical charge. This implies that single-till regulation dominates dual-till regulation with respect to welfare maximization. Scenario 2: The efficient aeronautical charge curve intersects with the aeronautical charge curves under both single-till and dual-till price-cap regulations (Fig. 2). Scenario 2 is much more complicated than Scenario 1. The curve pae intersects with both pas and paD . Let v1 , v2 , v3 , and v4 be the intersection points (shown in Fig. 2) where v1 and v2 are the zeros of ( pae (v), pcπ ) = 0, while v3 and v4 are the zeros of a ( pae (v)) = 0. There are three possible cases here: Case 1: When v < v1 or v > v2 , we have ( pae (v), pcπ ) < 0, i.e. with the efficient aeronautical charge and its concession profit, the airport is not able to cover the fixed airport cost. In this case, we have pae < pas < paD ≤ paπ . Hence, by the same reasoning in Scenario 1, single-till regulation performs better than dual-till regulation. 8 In Figs. 1, 2 and 4, we assume that v < v. ¯ If v0 ≥ v, ¯ then paD = pad , and so the analysis will be similar 0



but simpler.
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Fig. 2 The efficient aeronautical charge curve intersects with the aeronautical charge curves under both single-till and dual-till regulations



Case 2: When v3 ≤ v ≤ v4 , we have a ( pae (v)) ≥ 0, i.e. with the efficient aeronautical charge only, the airport covers the airport cost associated with aeronautical services. As depicted in Fig. 2, pas < paD ≤ pae < paπ . By the definition of the singletill scheme, to achieve cost recovery the minimum aeronautical charge is pas . Hence, the efficient aeronautical charge pae satisfies the airport’s cost recovery constraint, and so pae is the benchmark aeronautical charge. Since pas < paD ≤ pae , dual-till regulation then dominates single-till regulation. Case 3: When v1 ≤ v < v3 , or v4 < v ≤ v2 , we have a ( pae (v)) < 0 and ( pae (v), pcπ ) ≥ 0. Figure 2 shows that pas ≤ pae < paD ≤ paπ in this case. Following the same reasoning as in case 2, pae is the benchmark aeronautical charge. In this case, we need to compare SW ( pas , pcπ ) and SW ( paD , pcπ ). Since SW is a quadratic and concave function of pa , we only need to compare pae − pas with paD − pae . Equating pae − pas with paD − pae yields pae = ps + p D



pas + paD . 2



(42)



Therefore, if pae > a 2 a , then dual-till regulation yields higher social welfare. Otherwise, single-till regulation dominates. From Fig. 2 it is easy to see that Eq. 42 has two roots, v5 and v6 . Let SW = SW ( pas , pcπ ) − SW ( paD , pcπ ). We can plot SW as a function of v. Figure 3 depicts that from the perspective of welfare maximization, single-till regulation dominates dual-till regulation when the value of time is sufficiently small (v < v5 ) or sufficiently large (v > v6 ); while dual-till regulation is better when the value of time is intermediate (v5 < v < v6 ).
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Fig. 3 The welfare difference between single-till and dual-till regulations under Scenario 2: SW > 0 implies single-till regulation yields higher welfare, while SW < 0 implies dual-till regulation yields higher welfare



The intuition of Fig. 3 can be explained as follows. When the value of time is sufficiently small, both passengers and airlines do not care about congestion delays and behave as if there were no airport congestion. As a consequence, airport congestion is not a problem. This result is consistent with Czerny (2006): At an airport with no congestion, single-till price-cap regulation dominates dual-till price-cap regulation with respect to welfare maximization. When the value of time is sufficiently large, the number of passengers will be very small, though airfares may be low. As a result, the level of congestion and hence absolute delays will, in equilibrium, be very low. However, the low equilibrium quantities are due to the fact that passengers and airlines are very sensitive to congestion delays. In this sense, airport congestion is a major problem. When the value of time is intermediate, airport congestion exists and matters to passengers and airlines as they do care about congestion delays. In particular, Fig. 3 shows that when the value of time is intermediate, dual-till regulation performs better than single-till regulation. Scenario 3: The efficient aeronautical charge curve intersects with the aeronautical charge curve under single-till price-cap regulation, but it is always below that under dual-till price-cap regulation (Fig. 4). Scenario 3 is similar to Scenario 2 except that the efficient aeronautical charge is always below the aeronautical charge under dual-till price-cap regulation. As a result, we have two cases. To save notations, we continue to use the same vi ‘s as in Scenario 2. Case 1: When v < v1 or v > v2 : Same as case 1 of Scenario 2, single-till price-cap regulation dominates dual-till price-cap regulation. Case 2: When v1 ≤ v ≤ v2 , we have a ( pae (v)) < 0 and ( pae (v), pcπ ) ≥ 0. ps + p D



Analogous to case 3 of scenario 2, if pae > a 2 a , then dual-till price-cap regulation yields higher welfare than single-till price-cap regulation. Otherwise, single-till price-cap regulation dominates. Note that it is possible that Eq. 42 has no roots in this case. Proposition 4 summarizes the comparisons between single-till and dual-till pricecap regulations: Proposition 4 From the perspective of welfare maximization, (i) If the airport is not able to cover the fixed airport cost with the efficient aeronautical charge and its concession profit, i.e. ( pae (v), pcπ ) < 0, then single-till price-cap regulation dominates dual-till price-cap regulation. (ii) If with only the efficient aeronautical charge the airport covers the airport cost associated with aeronautical services, i.e. a ( pae (v)) > 0, then dual-till price-cap regulation performs better.
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Fig. 4 The efficient aeronautical charge curve intersects with the aeronautical charge curve under single-till regulation, but is below that under dual-till regulation



(iii) Otherwise, the comparison depends on whether the efficient aeronautical charge is greater than the average of the aeronautical charges under single-till and dual-till ps + p D



regulations, i.e. pae > a 2 a . If so, then dual-till dominates single-till regulation. Otherwise, single-till regulation is better.9 Proposition 4 shows that neither single-till regulation nor dual-till regulation always yields higher social welfare. From scenarios 1 to 3, we may conclude that single-till regulation dominates dual-till regulation when the value of time is sufficiently small or sufficiently large. However, when the value of time is intermediate, dual-till regulation can perform better than single-till regulation under Scenarios 2 and 3. In particular, dual-till regulation is better when the conditions in Proposition 4(ii) and 4(iii) are satisfied. 5 Concluding remarks This paper considers an important policy issue in airport regulation by comparing single-till and dual-till price-cap regulation. We have extended Czerny (2006)’s work by introducing congestion delays and oligopoly airlines at an airport. We showed that when airport congestion is not a significant problem, single-till price-cap regulation 9 Proposition 4(iii) is a direct consequence of the assumptions of linear demands and linear congestion delays. Due to these assumptions, the welfare function is quadratic and concave in the aeronautical charge. In general, the critical point is not necessarily the average of the aeronautical charges under the single-till and dual-till price-cap regulations. However, there must be some critical point as long as the welfare function is concave in the aeronautical charge. We discuss the issue of functional forms further in the concluding remarks.
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dominates dual-till price-cap regulation in terms of optimal welfare. Furthermore, when airport congestion is significant, we find conditions under which dual-till regulation outperforms single-till regulation. A sufficient condition is that the efficient aeronautical charge raises enough revenue to cover the airport cost associated with aeronautical services. The paper has also raised several issues and avenues for future research. First, for analytical tractability we have assumed linear demand and linear congestion delay functions. It would be interesting to see whether the results are robust in a more general setting. Second, we have assumed that airport capacity is fixed. Incorporating airport capacity as a decision variable is an important direction for future research. Third, following the literature on price-cap regulation, we have adopted a “strict” interpretation of single-till and dual-till price-cap regulation. Alternatively, one might consider a more “flexible” interpretation of single-till and dual-till price-cap regulation. More specifically, define the flexible single-till (dual-till, respectively) price-cap as the maximum of the welfare-maximizing airport charge and the strict single-till (dual-till, respectively) price-cap. Given these interpretations, it would be interesting to compare the performance of the flexible single-till and dual-till schemes. Lastly, in this study we focused on a static model. In practice, price-cap regulations on airport charges are usually adjusted every (say) 5 years. It is therefore practically relevant to explore the dynamic nature of price-cap regulations. Acknowledgments We are very grateful to the two anonymous referees and the editor (Michael Crew) for their constructive and perceptive comments which have significantly improved the paper. We also thank Juergen Mueller, Andrew Yuen, seminar participants at the Workshop on Aviation Economics, University of British Columbia, and especially Achim Czerny, for helpful comments on an earlier version of the paper. Partial financial support from the Social Science and Humanities Research Council of Canada (SSHRC) and the Li and Fung Institute for Supply Chain Management and Logistics at Chinese University of Hong Kong is gratefully acknowledged.



Appendix Proof of Proposition 1 We first show that H ( pc ) + I ( pc ) is maximized at pc = cc . Taking the first derivative with respect to pc yields d [H ( pc ) + I ( pc )] = −g( pc )( pc − cc ). dpc



(A.1)



Note that (A.1) is negative when pc > cc , and is positive when pc < cc . In other words, H ( pc ) + I ( pc ) is increasing in pc when pc < cc , and is decreasing in pc when pc > cc . Hence, the maximum is achieved at pcw = cc . Substituting pcw = cc into (13), we obtain SW = (a − c − ca + I (cc )) Q ∗ −



2nv + b + n − 1 ∗2 Q − F, 2n



(A.2)
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where Q ∗ is given by (10). Taking the first derivative with respect to pa yields d SW n[a − c − ca + I (cc )] n(2nv + b + n − 1)(a − c − pa ) =− , (A.3) + dpa (n + 1)v + 2b + n − 1 [(n + 1)v + 2b + n − 1]2 and clearly, d 2 SW/dpa2 < 0, i.e. the second-order condition holds. Therefore, the optimal aeronautical charge can be derived by setting (A.3) to zero, which yields (14). 



Proof of Proposition 2 We first show that H ( pc ) has a unique root between cc and u. The first-order condition gives ¯ pc ) − g( pc )( pc − cc ) = 0. H  ( pc ) = G(



(A.4)



g( pc ) 1 . = ¯ pc ) pc − cc G(



(A.5)



It follows that



The profit-maximizing airport will not choose a concession price pc that is less than unit concession cost cc (otherwise, the concession revenue will be negative). So, the right-hand side of (A.5) is positive and decreasing in pc . By the assumption of nondecreasing failure rate, the left-hand side of (A.5) is non-decreasing in pc . It follows that the left-hand side and the right-hand side of (A.5) must cross each other exactly once. Hence, Eq. A.4 has a unique root. Next, we show that the unique root is indeed the global maximizer. Recall that the passengers’ valuation has a positive support on the interval [0, u]. It is easy to check that H  (0) = 1 + cc g(0) > 0, and H  (u) = −g(u)(u − cc ) < 0. Therefore, H ( pc ) is unimodal in pc , and so H ( pc ) has a unique maximizer between cc and u. Denote it by pcπ . Letting pc = pcπ in (11), we obtain  = ( pa − ca )Q ∗ + Q ∗ H ( pcπ ) − F,



(A.6)



where Q ∗ is given by (10). Taking the first derivative with respect to pa yields d n[a − c + ca − 2 pa − H ( pcπ )] . = dpa (n + 1)v + 2b + n − 1



(A.7)



and clearly, d 2 /dpa2 < 0, i.e. the second-order condition holds. The privately optimal aeronautical charge can then be derived by setting (A.7) to zero, yielding (18). 
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